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Science and Homeopathy

Ewald Stöteler Köthen 2016 Presentation 1. 

Homeopathy and natural law

-Is natural law the basis for scientific research ?

-What are we researching?

-The action of a given remedy?

-Or…..the re-action of a living human being to a specific remedy?
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Homeopathy and natural law 

Science only investigates:

-The action of a given remedy!

-The re-actions of the vital force are called (the undesired) 

‘side effects’. 

Science

The Dutch professor Dr. Yvo Smulders from the Amsterdam VU 
Medical center.

He states:

Allopathic treatment is ruled by ‘protocols’.

-Protocols have nothing to do with the well-being of our patients

-Protocols are for the insurance companies and the government

Doctors have to obey the protocols!

The protocols

Patients are manipulated

Statistics shows…….

You put your self at risk..

Complications might occur…..

If you resist treatment and something happens nothing can be 

done anymore…

Statistics show you might live up to ….month longer….

If you visit a homeopath you might as well look for another doctor

(Diagnose treatment combination means money)
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Science

Prof. Yvo Smulders:

Out of 120 patients under allopathic treatment only one of these 

patients is treated based on scientific proof. 

All other patients 119 out of 120 are treated based on protocols 

provided by the pharmaceutical industry

Science

In the area of heart and vascular diseases 

(second cause of death, and the best investigated area)

Only 18% of the treatment is based on scientific proof!

(Dr. Smulders: ‘And that number is never getting higher’ )

Science

The highest curing rates are established by:

The more soft values!

Commitment of the doctor

Commitment of the hospital team, nurses doctors etc.

Team work

Caring 

Negative influences being: Indifference, non-caring attitude etc.
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Science, the problem

Scientific research however is important

But….all research that was undertaken should be published

Finished or not!!

Unfinished scientific research doe not have to be published

So….no resumé, no publication.

Science, the problem

The inconvenient outcome of scientific research for the 
pharmaceutical companies is therefore seldom published.
(with all consequences. Vioxx. DES hormone. Avandia. Ect) 

We are presented a specific selection of scientific research wit a 
positive outcome for the pharmaceutical companies

Prasanta Banerji: The scientific proof of the effects of 
chemotherapy is a fraud 

Science, the problem

Ironically:   

The worst thing that could happen to the pharmaceutical 
companies is that:

-The patient dies!

Or

-The patient gets better!
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Science, the problem

Allopathic synthetic-chemical medication is made of petroleum.

Refined by temperatures from 1200 degrees down.

Synthetic chemical medication is created at ultrahigh 

Temperatures

Unable for the human body to neutralize and to expel

The result is accumulation and intoxication (liver and kidney damage)

Thus iatrogenic disease occurs.

Science, the problem

Deadly Medicine by Peter Gotze.

‘The pharmaceutical industry is organized as the mafia’.

They corrupt scientific investigations and research, they buy 
insurance companies, government officials and even ministers of 
health

The yearly world wide economic interest of the pharmaceutical 
industry is one thousand billon dollars. (so much for science)

Science and homeopathy

Approximately 6000 scientific articles are published on PubMed

Many of them with positive outcome

Or at least ‘further scientific research required’.

According to the American Samuelli institute 85% of the 
European population is in favor of homeopathy.
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Science, what should be done?

All scientific research with positive and negative outcome should 
be published.

Scientific research should not be so hugely profitable for 
pharmaceutical companies in order to prevent fraud

The government should pay for the scientific research

Also natural products, which cannot be patented, should be 
scientifically investigated on behalf of the well being of the 
population

Science, what should be done?

Methods should be developed to enable scientific research on 
behalf of the re-action patterns of human beings on natural 
and/or artificial medication.

Long term effects and data should be collected for evaluation

The patient should be informed honestly

Scientific researchers should have an open mind.

(Benveniste- Roeland van Wijck- Fazit Wissenshaft)


